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Disclaimer

• I’m a standards-based assessment 
person

• I think getting this right matters 
because evidencing learning matters

• Broader questions about genAI also 
matter, but they aren’t the focus here.

• I don’t have an easy fix

• I’m interested in long-term approaches 
not short-term hacks

• My mum helped me cheat in grade 4



Three things to take from this presentation
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GenAI can do a lot of what 
we currently assess

We probably can’t and 
shouldn’t ban it

Assessment needs to 
prepare students for their 

future, not our past



“By performing at 
a greater than 60% 
threshold on 
the NBME-Free-
Step-1 data set, we 
show that the 
model achieves the 
equivalent of a 
passing score for a 
third-year medical 
student.”







This meme is a joke that combines two 
unrelated things: pictures of the earth from 
space and chicken nuggets. The text of the 
meme suggests that the image below is a 
beautiful picture of the earth from space. 
However, the image is actually of chicken 
nuggets arranged to vaguely resemble a map 
of the world. The humor in this meme comes 
from the unexpected juxtaposition of the text 
and the image. The text sets up an expectation 
of a majestic image of the earth, but the image 
is actually something mundane and silly

GPT-4, why is this 
meme funny?

Liu, H., Li, C., Wu, Q., & Lee, Y. J. (2023). Visual instruction tuning. arXiv preprint arXiv:2304.08485.







GenAI is currently the least capable it will 
ever be

https://giphy.com/channel/gifodyssey
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Banning GenAI in 
educational settings

• A ban is a type of restriction
• Restrictions that don’t work are theatre
• How do we enforce GenAI restrictions?



Restricting 
access to GenAI

• In Australia, federal 
legislation allows site 
blocking for contract 
cheating sites. 200 are 
blocked at a national level.

• Many institutions block 
contract cheating sites.

• How effective are these 
blocks?



Detecting GenAI

• Unclear how effective GenAI detectors are 

• Claims of very high detection rates haven’t been 
verified by independent researchers

• Claims that GenAI detection won’t be possible in 
long term

• If you take one thing from this talk: don’t upload 
student work to random GitHub/HuggingFace
ChatGPT detectors or ChatGPT itself



What is easy 
in the short 
term 
probably 
won’t work 
in the long 
term

Jason Lodge, Sarah Howard & Jaclyn Broadbent 
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/assessment-redesign-
generative-ai-taxonomy-options-viability-lodge

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/assessment-redesign-generative-ai-taxonomy-options-viability-lodge
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/assessment-redesign-generative-ai-taxonomy-options-viability-lodge
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Through a 
validity lens

• Validity is why we should 
address genAI

• GenAI is a secondary 
concern to validity

• Restrictions that can’t be 
enforced hurt validity

• Validity includes what we 
assess

Image: https://learningspy.co.uk/assessment/when-assessment-fails/#post/0



Authentic assessment
• Authentic assessment: let’s 

represent the world outside 
education in assessment.

• Aims to improve validity

• Not an anti-cheating panacea 
(Ellis et al 2019)

Villarroel, V., Bloxham, S., Bruna, D., Bruna, C., & Herrera-Seda, C. (2018). Authentic assessment: creating 
a blueprint for course design. Assessment & Evaluation in Higher Education, 43(5), 840-854. 
Ellis, C., van Haeringen, K., Harper, R., Bretag, T., Zucker, I., McBride, S., Rozenberg, P., Newton, P., & 
Saddiqui, S. (2019). Does authentic assessment assure academic integrity? Evidence from contract 
cheating data. Higher Education Research & Development, 39(3), 454-469. 



Future-authentic 
assessment

“assessment that faithfully represents 
not just the current realities of the 
discipline in practice, but the likely 
future realities of that discipline”
Dawson, P., & Bearman, M. (2020). Concluding Comments: Reimagining University 
Assessment in a Digital World. In M. Bearman, P. Dawson, R. Ajjawi, J. Tai, & D. 
Boud (Eds.), Re-imagining University Assessment in a Digital World (pp. 291-296). 
Springer International Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-41956-1_20



Do students need to do it 
without genAI…

Every time?
Sometimes?
Never?



Cognitive offloading



Future evaluative judgement

Making judgements about 
quality of work

Constituting standards

Bearman, M., & Luckin, R. (2020). Preparing university assessment for a world with AI: Tasks for human 
intelligence. In M. Bearman, P. Dawson, R. Ajjawi, J. Tai, & D. Boud (Eds.), Re-imagining University 
Assessment in a Digital World. Springer.



This three-page CRADLE 
Suggests covers…

• Enacting principles of good 
assessment design, in a 
world of genAI 

• Adapting current 
assessment practices to 
account for genAI 

• Research from five books 
from the CRADLE team

• Under a CC-BY licence

https://tinyurl.com/CRADLEgenAI

https://tinyurl.com/CRADLEgenAI
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Provocations

1. What types of task are now infeasible as 
assessment of learning? Would we still 
keep them as assessment for learning?

2. What learning outcomes are easy to assess 
now? What outcomes are hard to assess?

3. What new learning outcomes do we need, 
and what outcomes can we let go of?

4. Which outcomes suit a scaffolding 
approach? Which suit reverse scaffolding?

5. What extraneous cognitive load can we 
allow students to hand over to GenAI?
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